
In winter conditions it is the responsibility of every property owner to provide a duty of care to all site users.
The Health & Safety Executive (HSE) states – “To reduce the risk of slips on ice, frost or snow, you need to assess
the risk and put in a system to manage it. You need to take action whenever freezing temperatures are forecast
and put a procedure in place to prevent icy surfaces from forming. Gritting should be carried out when such
conditions are forecast, or when walkways are likely to be damp, or wet and the surface temperatures are at, or
below freezing”. http://www.hse.gov.uk/logistics/slips-trips-bad-weather.htm#gritting

You will receive a daily Met Office weather report for each of your

sites detailing hour by hour information of your sites weather

conditions hour by hour. Working on a traffic light system, we only

grit your sites on red nights when the Road Surface Temperature

(RST) will be at zero or below and the presence of moisture. This

Pro-Active automatic service provides total peace of mind, that in

the depths of a winter night we will be out gritting your sites only

when its needed
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We offer both pay as you go and fixed priced
packages for both gritting and snow clearance
services, providing you with a flexible service that
fits any sites logistics and service charge demands.

For total peace of mind we can provide you with an all risks winter management package that can deliver state
of the art gritting and snow clearance services across your estate.

Providing a pro active gritting service and a reactive snow clearance service we can deliver all aspects of winter
maintenance for you, including daily notifications of when to grit.

Our winter delivery provides you with robust evidential proof that due
diligence and service provision has been delivered, such as proof of
attendance, satellite tracker reports and a detailed understanding of weather
conditions and risk levels.
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